On the First Day of Academic Year 2013-2014, Lecture was arranged for all Institute teaching & non-teaching Staff at GIT Auditorium. Mr. Dhananjay Chitale, talked on “Karme Ishu Bhajava” & Mr. J.K.Patil, GCL, Lote delivered lecture on “Emotional Intelligence”.

On this occasion Dr. M. G. Gokhale, Managing Trustee and Dr. D. B. Laata, Principal, also oriented to the all Staff.

Dr. Makrand V. Karkare has joined the GIT from August 19th, 2013 as Principal. He completed his B. Tech & M. Tech in Chemical Engineering from Nagpur University and Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering (Wastewater Treatment) from S. V. National Institute of Technology (SVNIT), Surat. He published 2 National & 2 International Conference Papers and 3 International Journal Publications. Dr. Karkare has total 25 years experience in Industry and Academic.
Inauguration of Engineering Exhibition

On 13th August, 2013, the GIT’s Engineering Exhibition Inaugurated by Mr. D. K. Shenoy, Vice-President Operations, Lote & Dombivali, Gharda Chemicals Ltd. At this auspicious moment Dr. Milind Gokhale, Managing Trustee, Dr. D. B. Laata, Principal, Mr. J. K. Patil, HR Manager, GCL, Anil Bhosale, Staffs and Students of GIT were present.
Independence Day Celebration

The 67th Independence Day celebrated on August 15th, 2013. On this occasion “Manthan Club” Inaugurated by Mr. Dhanjay Chitale. On this occasion Dr. Milind Gokhale, Managing Trustee, Dr. D. B. Laata, Principal, all staff and students were present.

Also on this auspicious occasion tree were planted by Mr. Dhananjay Chitale, Dr. D. B. Laata and other staffs. Also The Department of Civil Engineering Students organized mini Marathon “Freedon Run 2k13”
On the Occasion of Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan Birthday, the Teachers Day (5th September) Program organized in the Institute. Dr. Subhash Deo, Principal, Gogate Joglekar College, Ratnagiri was the chief guest of the program. In his speech he reflected on down to earth attitude of Dr. Radhakrishnan, teachers role in imbibing good manners and culture in students, teacher student relationship etc.

Dr. Makarand Karkare, Principal of GIT also talked about relationship between teachers and students, challenges of the teacher for the socialization of the students, and the role of teacher in enhancing technical knowledge etc.

Dr. Adinath Sangale, Principal of Mandangad Arts and Commerce College and Dr. Sudhakar Chaudhari Principal of Dr. C. D. Deshmukh College Roha were also present for the program. All the dignitaries were felicitated on this occasion.
**Cyber Scene Investigation Workshop**

The Computer Engineering Department has organized 2-Day Workshop on "Cyber Scene Investigation" by Infysec Chennai at GIT, on August, 23-24, 2013 for students.

**English Language Club**

To enhance and improve English speaking abilities in students, the English club is formed by Communications Skills Department. The focus of this club is on "activity based student involved teaching learning method". On July 29th, 2013 organized “Cutting Jokes activity” and August 24th 2013 organized “Essay Competition”.

**Congratulations!!!**

Our Student Subhash Chougule of Chemical Engineering topped the Mumbai University Final year examination by securing 88.33%.
Ph. D Registration of Faculties

- Prof. B. A. Danawade (Mechanical Engineering), VTU, Belgaum
- Prof. S. R. Khedekar (Ele. & Tele. Comm.), BIT, Meshra
- Prof. S. K. Maharatha (Ele. & Tele. Comm.), BIT, Meshra
- Prof. D. J. Garkal (Chemical Engineering), Amaravati University, Amaravati. (Thesis Submitted)
- Prof. B.S. Godbole (Chemical Engineering), BATU, Lonere
- Prof. A. D. Bhosale (Civil Engineering), University of Mumbai
- Prof. S. M. Satpute (Chemistry), University of Mumbai

P.G. Completed

- Prof. Rajashree Kulkarni (Civil Engineering)
- Prof. Vikramsingh Jadhav (Civil Engineering)

Nature Club Trip

One Day Trip “Ojarata Waterfall” near Koyana Dam Area, was organized by Nature Club on August 4th, 2013. Students also Visited Koyana Garden, Museum and Documentary about the Koyana Dam Project.
Employable Graduate Engineer Program

Department of Training and Placement organized “Employable Graduate Engineer Program on August 24th, 2013. In this program Mr. R. Shaw–Factory Engineer (HUL), Saurab Saxena-(HUL) and Mr. Ashok Hingane (Hindalco, Aditya Birla Group) guided HR Perspective, Techno Perspetic to make the young engineers industry Competent.

Upcoming Events....

ISTE Maharashtra Goa Staff Convention

The ISTE Maharashtra- Goa Annual Convention 2013 is being organized by Gharda Institute of Technology affiliated to University of Mumbai. The venue of the convention is Gharda Institute of Technology, Lavel during period November 15th –16th, 2013.

For more information contact:
Email: iste@git-india.edu.in
Visit Us at : www.git-iste.com

The Department of Mechanical Engineering organized a seminar on “Opportunities in Mechanical System Design using CAD & CAE” on August 30th, 2013 for Third Year & Final Year students. Mr. Prasanna Joshi was the resource person for this program
Dr. K. H. Gharda 84th Birthday Celebration

On the occasion of Dr. K. H. Gharda’s 84th Birthday, many programs were organized in GIT. Following are the glimpses of some programs.

**Blood Donation Camp organized by Department of Information Technology**

In the words of our Hon’ble Chairman Dr. K. H. Gharda has appreciated in his message:

*I was happy and thrilled for the enthusiasm of the 125 Gitians at the social welfare activities; please thank them. Although their good work is their own reward.*

Thank you,
- K. H. Gharda”

**Book Exhibition at Central Library**

**Tanishka Group’s “Poli-Bhaji Kendra”**
“Dvija-The Ganesh Fest”

On August 21st, 2013, Department of Electronics & Telecommunication, Student Association “PULSE” organized “Dvija-The Ganesh Fest”. In this event Poster Painting, T-shirt Painting, Rangoli, Eco-Friendly Ganesh and Handwriting competitions were organized. The theme was based on “Ganesha”. The following are the glimpses of this successful event:
Workshop on “Cloud Computing”

The Department of Information Technology were organized “Workshop on Cloud Computing” on September 25<sup>th</sup>-26<sup>th</sup>, 2013.

Homage

(24/07/1972 to 11/09/2013)
Mr. Bhalchandra Phutak, Workshop Instructor

“May his Soul Rest in Peace”
Workshop/Conference Attended

Prof. Ms. Asma Tambe (Mathematics) has attended one day workshop on Applied Mathematics-III organized on 18th July, 2013 at Saraswati College of Engg, Mumbai.

Prof. Dattatray Modani (Computer Engineering) attended orientation program on “OOPM” at RGIT, Andheri on July 12th, 2013.


Prof. M. P. Joshi (Mechanical Engineering) attended orientation programme on “Production Process-I” organized by RGIT, Andheri, on 23rd July, 2013.


Prof. Ms. P. S. Mhetre (Mathematics) attended one day workshop on Applied Mathematics-III organized by D.J. Sanghavi College of Engineering, Mumbai, on August 22nd, 2013.

Prof. M. N. Lahane (Applied Physics) had attended training program on classroom use of Akash tablet on 19/08/2013 in GIT in Collaboration with IIT Bombay.

Journal/Conference Paper Published
